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A study on the family room from the viewpoint of parent-child communication  —An analysis of the child's development in the case of school child and high school student—  
Junko FUJINO and Kaboru KITURA

Study on development the criterion of level difference for the manual wheelchair  
Saki KASUYA, Ikuo YONEDA, Michiko BANDO, Osamu SUEDA and Shoichiro FUJISAWA

A study on the present conditions of relation between hydrotherapy machines and room area in medical facilities  
Tenkazu KINOSHITA, Ken NOMURA and Takeda YATOGO

A study on effect of downsizing care with private room on elderly behavior in long-term care ward  
syosken KOH, Ken MIURA and Mitsuo TAKADA

A structural and ecological model of activity by analyzing children's play  
Junjo YUN, Michihito KITA, Takeda SUZUKI and Byungho MIN

The connectivity between municipalities based on the facility and service sphere  —Study on the method of sphere establishment on the coordination between living sphere and consolidation of municipalities part 2—  
Mitsuhito TORUDA and Takaskazu TOMOKYO

Predicting the sensuous volume of space between two buildings based on experiments using scale models  —Study on the sensuous volume in the space between buildings—  
Nasui MATSUMOTO and Kazumi ISOGAI

Analysis on the composition of axes at landscape-architecture  
Hiroshi TSUMITA, Tomomori SEKINE and Natsumi ITOU

Attributes and causes of defunct villages  —A study on process of defunct villages after world war II in Japan part 2—  
Takashi KANEKI and Yushiro SAKURAI

A study on the modernization process of housing in farm villages  The case of gokaryama area, nakagawa town, chikushi country, fukuoka prefecture  
Jie ZHANG, Hiroshi KATANO and Tomo INOUE

A study on facilities management characteristics of welfare facilities for the aged in view of the network system of the health, medical treatment, and welfare facilities in the wide administrative area part 1—Daisuke KITAZAWA, Nobuyoshi FUJIMOTO and Nobuo MITSUSHI

Changes of agricultural community and regional economy  —A research on the mechanism of agricultural community with flexibility and sustainability part 1—  
Hiroshi AIZAWA and Takumi GOTO

The life styles & housing styles in the rural villages at the anokoroukoukoukoukoukoukouken area  A case study of anokoroukoukoukoukoukoukouken village, kingdom of cambodia  
Haruhito KONDA, Chieko EGUCHI, Takeda NAKAGAWA and Haruhiko GOTO

3d spatial composition of civic center in the early showa era with bird's-eye view pictures by yoshida hatsusaburo  
In cases of 18 prefectural capital cities based on japanese castle-towns  
Kenjiro MATSUI

The examination by the features and the mixture degrees of usage sections  —The equality and the locality of commercial districts—  
Yoko YAMAGA and Hajime TOHKOU

A study on structural characteristics of residences and the community needs in a provincial city, mito of ibaraki prefect.  
Yasuyo INUI

Utilization conditions of setback spaces in urban commercial areas  —Commercial environment arrangements by the social utilization of private properties—  
Keto HAMADA, Shigeki SUGIYAMA, Koshi AKASAKI and Tetsu TOKUONO

A study on the regionally linked activities in the aichi-shizuoka-nagano prefectural border area  
Toshiyuki TODA and Akira OHGAI

On the individualization trend of housing in the local city of 1980s  —In view of the house making movement and the interior decoration in hiroshima—  
Ichiro KANEOH and Toshima SUGIMOTO

Development of the risk management system for life cycle of a project of a super-highrise residence  
Sohsuke ARAI, Shouzou FUJISAKA, Takeda KANET, Makoto OHSAKI, Junmori HARADA, Motohiko YOROSHI, Hideki KASHI, Katsuki NAKAZO AND Norikazu KATOH

A study on the residents' evaluation of the joint housing project after hanshin-awaji earthquake  —A case of project provided by urban development corporation—  
Tomohiko TAGURO and Takashi KITANO

About the building regulations by the bunsei examination to temple and shrine  —A study on the architectural regulations for buildings of temple and shrine at the higo clan in the late edo period no. 2—  
Takashio SATO

On the member size in joudo-do, joudo-ji  —A study on the standardization of the member size in the daibutsu style part 3—  
Takashio SATO

About a building and an intention of the public presentation in the university of tokyo department of science museum  
Kimihito NISHMURA, Koachi IBUCHI and Yasuo NAGAI

Basic studies for a general comprehension of the skills and the tea rooms of sozen kizu the 3d—Yasutaka MATSUMOTO

Review of classifying wooden bracket systems  —Focusing on chashinkou and its interpretation—  
Goen CHOI

Metrological analysis on the planning of the portico  —Study on the stone structure at abusir-south hill, egypt (3)—  
Hiroaki KASHIWAGI

Distribution of the remains and central area of the monuments  —A study on a structure of the ancient city, tsunagura part 1—  
Ichihara SHIMODA and Takeda NAKAGAWA

A study on the remains of the meditation hall of whoe-amsa temple, korea  —From the view-point of the history of the zen buddhism in east asia—  
Jianan HAN

An analysis of bruno taut's thoughts on japanese architecture  —The expression of 'dualism'—  
Murat DUNDAR

A study on the location of hot spring insns (yaekon) and the types of architecture in modern ages of atami spa town  
Noriko MATSUDA and Osamu OBA
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